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Recommended Coupling Procedures for
O-Ring Concrete Pipe Joints Using Round Gaskets

Please read and follow these installation requirements for the single-offset joint:

1. Handle pipe sections with care to avoid chipping of the spigots or bell grooves.

2. Remove all dirt and other foreign matter from both the inside surface of the bell 
and the spigot end, including the recess for the gasket.

3. Thoroughly lubricate the spigot and the gasket with an approved lubricant, 
especially the recess area that holds the gasket. (The round gasket is designed 
to rotate and stay within the recess while the pipe sections are joined.)

4. Stretch the gasket and position within the recess of the spigot. Equalize the 
gasket stretch by inserting a clean round metal object (such as a screwdriver) 
between the gasket base and the pipe spigot and running it around the pipe at 
least 1 ½ revolutions.

5. Lubricate the bell area thoroughly, especially the entry edge. Use only an 
approved lubricant. Remove any bedding material directly in front of the bell that 
may interfere when sealing the joint.

6. Use care moving pipe sections so that the lubricated joint surface does not pick 
up any dirt or foreign material.

7. Carefully align pipe sections square, keeping entry angle as low as possible as 
the spigot enters the bell. Bring home slowly.

8. Always use a timber or other cushion between excavator bucket and the pipe bell 
when pushing the pipe home. Direct contact between the bucket and the 
concrete pipe can damage the joint sealing surfaces.

9. Prepare bedding to the proper elevation prior to setting pipe sections. Using 
construction equipment to force pipe down to proper grade can damage pipe 
sections.



O-R ing Joint w ith Round Gasket Assem bly

             Brush or wipe bell clean                  Brush or wipe spigot clean

               Lubricate spigot surface                Mount lubricated gasket into recess

  Equalize gasket stretch             Lubricate bell surface

               Align spigot with bell        Carefully push spigot into bell
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